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The Diamond Suite collection: Immerse yourself in absolute luxury.

This summer, immerse yourself in the ultimate luxurious experience
by staying in one of our 23 Diamond Suites. Enjoy uniquely refined
and intense moments like a sunset on a palace roof, a gourmet
dinner under a starlit sky or a relaxing soak in a jacuzzi, all in the
purest spirit of the Riviera. Complete with days spent outdoors and
magical concerts, our resort in full summer swing will ensure you an
unforgettable stay in your Diamond Suite.

Private infinity pools, terraces with spectacular views, jacuzzis under
bright blue skies and more: experience larger-than-life moments in
our Diamond Suites. Choose between the classic Riviera vibe of the
Sunshine Diamond Suite, the delicate beauty of the Princess Grace
Diamond Suite, the splendour of the Diamond Suite Prince Rainier III
Suite and more. Let your desires draw you to
an exceptional panorama!

The Diamond Suites are an idyllic setting for romantic getaways. Let
us pave the way for your most beautiful declaration of love or help
you make your proposal truly unforgettable. And why not choose the
Diamond Suite with sea view and jacuzzi, also known as La Suite des
Amoureux or the Lovers’ Suite, to make your stay
as sentimental as can be.

Enjoy exclusive VIP summer experiences such as complimentary
access to the Monte-Carlo Beach Club’s private tents or the Cocoon
Bay and Sea Bay of the Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort during your
stay in a Diamond Suite. Expect swathes of time spent lazing in the
sun followed by a dip in the Larvotto Nature Reserve, the sandy
lagoon of the Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort or the Olympic pool at
the Monte-Carlo Beach Club. Look no further for chic, glamorous,
pure pleasure.

When the sun goes down, life continues in the starlight with
evenings specially designed for Diamond suite guests. A dinner
suspended between sky and sea at Monte-Carlo Beach, creating
romantic memories watching the sunset on one of the panoramic
terraces of the Hôtel Hermitage Monte-Carlo and more: experience
exceptional moments where all your senses will be awakened.

There’s always something going on in Monaco, but summer is the
season when the schedule is at its fullest! With a Diamond Suite,
enjoy VIP access to the Riviera’s most exclusive events such as the
Monte-Carlo Sporting Summer Festival, as well as great food, fun in
the water, relaxing and leisure activities, outdoor dining, concerts,

parties and more. Check out our On the Air programme
for a breath of fresh air!
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